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THE BOB AND DAVE SHOW ON THE ROAD IN '86

FPA WORLDS
COMING UP

YOUR OPINION SAN ANTONIO, TX

SAN DIEGO, CA

SKIPPY SEZ FPA 86 TOUR DISC 



WHAT'S HAPPENED
The FPA season is off to a flying start as the first two events
brought some of the hottest action ever seen this early in the
year. The tournaments have netted the top athletes a total of
$6,500 for early season financing. This always begins a new

year of passive discussion on various subjects left unfinished
from the prior year or from new controversies that arise as times
change, and they must change.
RESULTS

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
THE FPA WORLD INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP

Held in San Diego State's gymnasium, the third consecutive
indoor championships has developed a good following of
participants. The setting resembled that of a high school
gymnasium during a pep rally. The crowd was deafening at
times. A three hour long show for the audience was a 14 hour
long ordeal for the player. All packed into one day the event
displayed the best of what there is in the worlds of footbag and
disc freestyle. The judging system was inhanced by Mainstreet
Computer systems’ IBM PC and Supercalc. Larry lmperiale
organized a smooth running judging process that had few flaws
and overall everyone was satisfied with the results. The
multiplier was used to even out the categories of presentation,
execution and difficulty. The multiplier is one of those things in
question in our current scoring system.

Entered in the competition were 11 CO-OP teams and 5 Mixed
Pairs. There was not a bad team in the bunch. but as always we
would have liked to see a deeper field. Leading the teams in the
mixed competition were Castiglia/Anderson, Bell/Zemaitis and
Wright/Yabe.Bell was a late stand in for Joey Hudoklin who has
had an injured back for several weeks. Carla Byrd was the newest
face in the group as she and Don Fogle enjoyed a fourth place
finish in Carla's first tournament ever. The top three places were

separated by only .64 of a point. An excellent show for the
crowd and a great preview of what was to come in the CO-OP
divison.
The Frisbee events were strategically divided by freestyle
footbag which was a great break for the crowd and every bit the
exciting presentation. And, of course, the antics of Ron Kaufman
and Greg Cortopassi on the play by play kept the audience on
the edge of their seats.

TEAM DIFF PRES EXEC TOTAL

TULIN
COATES 7.48 4.32 8.17 19.94

FOGLE
BYRD 7.78 8.05 7.53 21.34

WRIGHT
YABE 9.77 7.26 8.63 25.66

BEIJ.
ZEMAITIS 9.88 7.02 8.83 25.73

CASFIGLIA
ANDERSON 10.77 7.26 8.27 26.30

Castiglia and Anderson have now won their first world title in
this event, although both have several in other events.

PHOTOBY
DOUG
LAYTCN

JOHN HOUCK AND GINA SAMPLE ROLL THEIR WAY
TO SECOND PLACE IN SAN ANTONIO.

1986 FPA TOUR DISC

The new 86 model FPA disc will be available in both the
Skystyler and the 165g. Membership price is $8 and includes
your choice of disc and the FPA Forum newsletter. Simply send
your name and address, age, sex and disc prefrence to: Freestyle
Players Association, Box 2412, Ft Collins, CO, 80524. The
FPA Tour is sponsored in part by Discraft Products and Wham-O
manufacturing. Additional discs are available to members for $5
and to non—members for S6.



SAN DIEGO CX]\fl'..
In the C0-OP competition the inherent injury factor once again
has plagued a sporting event. Both Joey Hudoklin and Craig
Burris were injured prior to the contest. Unfortunately Craig's
ankle kept him sidelined for the competition and also sidelined
one of the favorites to be highly competitive in the event, The
Controllers. Joey was able to play and amazingly fought to an
incredible third place finish after going out first in the finals.
The Radicals and The Bayous held up their end and finished the
evenings show with two energetic routines that left the crowd
standing. Peter Laubert looking for his first world title in over
8 seasons of competing finally was blessed with that victory he
so desired. He let out a whoopi that brought the house down for
one final cheer as they announced the Radicals in second place.
Another honorable mention deserves to go to the amazing Paul
Smith and his partners John Drube and local stand in Don
Wallace. They truely gave meaning to "freestyle" as they
bounced their way around the gym floor. A real pleasure to
watch.

CO—OP FINALS
TEAM DIFF PRES EXEC TOTAL

ANDERSON
REGULBUTI
YABE 7.12 5.50 7.43 20.25

KJBLE
SWANSON
ZEMAITIS 7.91 5.65 6.93 20.40

WALLACE
SMITH
DRUBE 8.88 5.79 7.70 22.37

BROOKS
HUDOKLIN
BEIL 8.44 7.59 8.00 24.03

WRIGHT
BRANIGAN
CASTIGLIA 8.61 8.03 8.40 25.04

SCHMAL
MITCHELL
LAUBERT 8.96 8.47 8.4 25.83

The crowd was thrilled at the entertainment and the producers of
the event were to be congratulated on a production well done. It
will take a continuation of this type of tournament to again
build up the numbers that will become involved in our great
sport.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
SOUTHERN NATIONALS

Stop number two on the 86 FPA tour brought us to the territory
of the now famous "Rappin" John Houck. As producer and
problem solver for the world John has demonstrated his superb
dedication to the sport of Frisbee. Circular Productions and
Miller Lite teamed up for a total purse of $4,000 much to the
delight of the top traveling pros who easily went home with a

few good stories and dollars in their pocket.
As always the weather can be a problem even in a paradise like
Texas. This kept the crowd down slightly on Sunday for the
finals, but generally the skies cleared by finals time and the very
appreciative audience got to see another great match up between
the Bayous and the Radicals in the now common showdown of
stars on the freestyle field.

One of the best pluses of the weekend, however, was the return
of the flamboyant style of Darell Allen and a few new southern
faces. It all summed up to a excellent weekend of disc fun.

Judging again left its mark of controversy as it always will. But
again the play was as close as the scores indicated, right or

wrong. In the pairs competition it was clear cut for number one

as Deaton and Jim again proved their dominance in this division
by aceing out two thirds of the Radicals by a handy margin. In
mixed it was the same story as San Diego, with Castiglia and
Anderson perhaps hitting their best routine.

The field conditions were quite muddy for the entire finals
rounds, but it made for a good variety of bloops and blunders
that every Frisbee tournament needs. Scores were such that a

multiplier was not used in the final rounds.

MIXED FINALS
TEAM DIFF PRES EXEC TOTAL

WRIGHT
YABE 3.26 5.53 6.07 14.86

HOUCK
SAMPLE 3.6 5.83 6.83 16.26

CASTIGIJA
ANDERSON 3.89 7.73 8.43 20.07

OPEN FINALS
TEAM DIFF PRES EXEC TOTAL

SIMPSON
RUSSELL 3.27 3.87 5.47 12.61

LAUBERT
ALLEN 3.47 5.17 7.03 15.67

COLEMAN
SCHILLER 3.52 6.03 6.43 15.98

CAASTIGUA
HOUCK 3.67 5.90 9.03 18.60

BRANIGAN
WRIGHT 3.52 7.23 8.70 19.45

MITCHELL
SCHMAL 3.87 7.69 8.73 20.29

CO-OP FINALS
TEAM DIFF PRES EXEC TOTAL

SIUNEKING
HAIN
GAMBOA 3.63 3.93 6.05 13.61

COUZMAN
SCHILLER
ALLEN 4.27 3.53 6.85 14.65

SCHMAL
MITCHELL
LAUBERT 5.49 7.07 8.40 20.96

WRIGHT
CASTIGLIA
BRANIGAN 5.48 7.33 8.70 21.51



 SKIPPY SEZ
"I JUST JOINED AND REALLY
ENJOYED YOUR I-‘PA FORUM.
"SKIPPY SEZ"- HOW DID YOU
GET HIM TO TURN IN A COPY
ON TIME? DO YOU PAY HIM?
IIE'S A GENIUS" B.G.

HERE IT IS, THE LATEST.
Words I forgot to include: Genius, Tan, Blend In, Shread,
B.R.A.P., The The, Phlaerdetzdt.
Make a sentence out of the missing words or send in your own
word you would like to see in print.
0| V
W I!

Skippy thinks he's going to Santa Cruz with his sweetheart
girlfriend. People (bosses) freak heavily {stressful music
accomponies scene}. They throw money at skippy and plead
"you are so awesome that the mere thought of your vacancy
promotes high levels of stress hormonal incidence during our
capitulatory process". Skippy Sez "*&&-"%S#@!!!". Pondering
this unlikely turn of fate, he decides it's almost happy hour and
time to bail. Fade to black scene of Skippy waving from the
Vapor Hotel as his dearly beloved girlfriend departs for Fiji.
Should do well at the box office.

I know it seems like an absurd idea but I get the feeling I've
worn out everybody in Sonoma as far as jamming is concerned.
So to offset this abberation of sweat incucing plastic flatball
manipulation I have discovered the concept of "cross training".
You know what it is; doing other sports to enhance your own.
These are the ones i've tried:

TRIATHALONS-Stupid.You get in a pool almost drown , ride a
bike in a big circle and then run.
BASKETBALL-Now this is awesome. Problem is it's too much
fun and I can't quit doing it. Few things in life are as much fun
as fastbreak hoop with large flying black people.
VOLLEYBALL-Best thing about this sport is you get to wipe-out
alot. It's like doing crash and burn gitis continually. Also you
can drink enormous amounts of beer and it doesn't matter.
ULTIMATE-Everybody's played it

. you
know it is awesome. it's got 1} flying
bodies 2} horizontal bodies 3} sweat
4}dirt 5} the sacred sliced orbital
corpusel
I've also tried some dangerous sports.
ROCK CLIMBING-Too casual. You hang
by your fingernails 500 ft above the
ground and look at the pretty scenery.
CLIFFDIVING-Too much work.
DATING-This is scary and no doubt the
most dangerous. Unfortunatly my adrenal
glands can't handle it and I caused a huge
scene spilliung drinks, drooling food
and fibulating at a high frequency
throughout the entire ordeal.
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So all this has led me to a conclusion,
JUST JAM!

SzaMETuMES I'M SUSPICIOUS 0F
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NOW FOR SOME FEARLESS PREDICTIONS:

-The Coloradicals will make a huge comeback by competing as a
bunch of scraggly Colorado hippies playing without nails to old
Dead until Doug has a huge flashback which propels him into a
different universe. The judges won't know how to score it.
-Jim and Deaton will get so hot jamming they'll blow up.
-It will be discovered that the real reason John Kirkland retired is
because he was impregnated by traveling alien troubadours from
the planet Xenon.
-The "Controllers" from Tacoma, Washington will finally admit,
to the shock of everyone, that they are in fact quite normal.
-Skippy Jammer will not retire even though he has an enormous
crust ratio and can only go to the beach super triple turbo
deluxe.
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WHAT'S COMING!
Here's what is up in the FPA Tour schedule for the rest of 1986.
The list was a bit thin this season but the money is the best in
the history of the FPA. A great time for newcomers to get
involved. Besides The U.S. Open, the first major upcoming
event will be Minneapolis, then Des Moines, Washington and a

big finalle for the money tournaments in Ft. Collins, Colorado.
The tour is sponsored in part by Discraft Products and Wham-O
Manufacturing.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNASOTA
JULY 19TH & 20TH
US FREESTYLE CHAMPIONSHIPS
SPONSORS: SKIPPERS SEA FOOD

KJJO RADIO
MFA

PRIZE MONEY: $5,000
EVENTS: ALL FREESTYLE
CONTACT: FPA (303) 484-6932 OR

TIIEO BLACK (612) 340-3832

Another great event is planned as the World Senior
Championships ends the US Freestyle Championships will
begin. This years event will be a major happening in the cities
annual Aquatenial celebration.

Players are ask to preregister at least by July 18th. Otherwise
registration fee will be $45 instead of the prereg fee of $25.
This helps out all involved gets things that much better prepared
for you the player. Preregistration on Friday July 18th will be
held at the Site, 49th & Cedar at Lake Nakomis from 6-lOpm.
All four freestyle events will be featured as in the past. Last
years event saw a record number of female competitors from both
the east and the west. The show this season is expected to draw
one of the largest turnouts with construction in the area all
finished the contest will resemble that of the early 1980's.

Prelims will take place Saturday with any semi-final rounds
being taken care of early Sunday and finals Sunday afternoon. An
awards ceremony will take place immediately following the
competition.
Good Fun and Good Luck!!

DES MOINES, WASHINGTON
JULY 26TH & 27TH
NORTHWESTERN CHAMPIONSHIPS
SPONSORS: GREAT AMERICAN SHIRT CO.

TEAM CONTROLL
PRIZE MONEY: $1,000 CASH AND PRIZES
EVENTS: OPEN,CO-OP, MIXED +

FOOTBAG, MTA
CONTACT: CRAIG BURRIS (206) 824-7835

The Controllers are at it again this summer. The Northwest will
rage with excitment in July as they combine the thrill of
footbag with freestyle disc play. For the second stright year the
FPA will sanction the Northwest championships. The Great
American kShirt Company will be backing there first disc event
since the aquisition to the rights to use the Frisbee trademark.
We welcome them to tournament involvment. Other sponsors
of the event will be Bud Light, KNBQ and King County Parks
and Recreation. The contest will be held at The Field House
park in downtown Des Moines, Washington. Registration will
be $10 plus $5 per event. Come join the fun!!

WHAT'S COMING!

FT COLLINS, COLORADO
SEPTEMBER 13TH & 14TH
WORLD FPA CHAMPIONSHIPS
SPONSORS: BUD LIGHT

THE LAUREL STREET JUNCTION
THE WRIGHT LIFE
DRAPES ACTIVEWEAR

PRIZE MONEY: $6,000
EVENTS: ALL FREESTYLE

GOLF
ULTIMATE
MTA & DISTANCE

CONTACT: BILL WRIGHT (303) 484-6932

This year Ft Collins gets the nod on the World
Championships. In conjunction with a PDGA sanctioned golf
event and a sizable ultimate event, this shapes up to be one of
the largest turnouts of players for the year.

Again players are ask to pre-register to give event organizers a
chance to plan the activities a little better. With money for
freestyle at 35,000 this will be the second event of the year to
reach that amount. This is the first year in the history that this
has happened.
The event will take place on the CSU Campus like in the past.
The night befores registration will take place at the Laurel
Street Junction, 518 W. Laurel Street, across from the fourth
hole on the golf course. Registration fees will be $35.00 for
pros and will include an elaborate player package with discs,
Drapes shorts and assorted other goodies. FPA members can
knock $8 off that registration price.
Besides all four freestyle events, there will be $1,200 for disc
golf and some S's for MTA, distance and ultimate. The weekend
starts with gatherings on Friday September 12th, prelims on

Saturday and finals on Sunday with live music to follow. Should
be a blast! See you there!

SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA
AUGUST 6-10
EVENTS:FULL FORMAT
CONTACT:TOM SCHOT

PO BOX 73
CAPITOLA , CA

SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
SEPTEMBER 20TH & 21ST
CALIFORNIA STATECHAMPIONSHIPS
10TH ANNIVERSARY
EVENTS:FREESTYLE

GOLF
MTA

CONTACT:KEVIN GIVINS
OR FPA AT (303) 484-6932

AUSTIN, TEXAS
OCTOBER 1-3
TEXAS STATECHAMPIONSHIPS
EVENTS:GOLF, FREESTYLE& MORE
CONTACT:CIRCULAR PRODUCTIONS
AS ALWAYSCONTACT THE FPA OFFICE
OR THE TOURNAMENT SITE PRIOR TO MAKING
RESERVATIONS: FPA (303) 484-6932



YOUR OPINIONS

In our last issue of the Forum we addressed a couple issues
about freestyle compitition and about basic questions being
raised amoung the active and non-active disc players of the
World. Here are some responses and some questions to ponder
for our Fall issue.

Dear FPA,
As we look back on the early days of Frisbee tournaments:
NAS, OCTADS, NAFDS, and WFCS, these events were often
plagued with so many different factors, anything from
organization to ego conflicts. However they are the foundation
on which we are building.
Through these experiences, current disc organizers have learned
vital information regarding the nature of how to conduct fun,
interesting disc events.
The last ten years has seen a growth of positive thinking by
players and organizers to help bring out the best in disc
competition. There are still problems, but disc players are

flexible and can adapt to the needs to be met
We have learned that in order to be successful in promoting
disc sports, we need to service both the player and spectator in
ways that enhance each groups ability to perform and enjoy
disc play in ways which best benifit these two groups.
1) At the present time the FPA World Championships and the
U.S. Open are the most consistent in meeting the criteria to be
labeled "World Title". Both events are set up so that both
domestic and foreign players know exact dates, time, place,
prize money, which allows better player preparation.
Organization is getting better all the time, and prize money is
good but can get much better, it's happening!
Disc golf needs to hold a North American Championship as

well as bid for the Worlds. I think the flying disc Federation
needs to sit down and establish consistent dates for all the
major disc events for the next five years. This would be similar
to what the NFL does in setting future Super bowl sites, or the
final four in college basketball. This way goals can be set by
promoters and players resulting in more effective events.
2) On dictating ehtics; some areas may include top wear during
routines, non-violent music with acceptable lyrics. Continue to
educate the spectators with explanation and demonstration of
skills between groups or divisions. We must be very careful in
the decisions we make regarding these ethics. Do not change at
the expense of the disc athlete. If we can somehow look at the
styles used by gymnastics, dance, figure skating without
changing the basic uniqueness of our sport, then we have
attained a new level of expression for Frisbee Freestyle, and all
other disc disciplines.
Thank you for your time and the issues of the Forum.

Tim Mackey
Hi Guys.
I've been saying for years that the overuse of World
Championship was clearly indicative of the sports puberty. I
only attended Santa Cruz, though I should have hit Wham-0's. I
think that Tom Schot's tourney is worthy of World Title for the
following reasons.
1) History
2) Locale & time of year
3) Playing conditions

However, to insure some sort of Quality control it (Santa Cruz)
has to be taken out of one mans hands and controlled (at least
financially) by some group capable of supporting the tourney.
Until that time, it will be a good tourney with an inflated title
and a lot of heart.

Bob G.

FPA,
In response to the questions in the forum, here are my
opinions:

1) Criteria for a "World Title"?
B. Production- Quality organization. If the sport is to be

perceived as a "real sport" then spectators and media must be
presented with a well organized "World Championship" level
tournament.

A. However I believe that their should be money guidelines.
The FPA should determine minimum cash purses, but production
must still be a prerequisit to awarding the privilaege of calling
a tournament "Worlds". A good amount would be enough to
ensure the top 2-3 teams enough Ss to pay their way .

C. If the above two criteria are met I believe the 3rd ,

competition will be present.
E. Until other countrys begin to hold quality freestyle

tournaments, they should not be considered.
-Site should definitely be OKed by the FPA for major

tournaments. KC 85 was atrocious!

2) Should FPA ethics dictate extremes of fashion & music?
N0! At least not at this stage of the game.

3) Should playing area be a predetermined minimum size and
shape?

YES! Minimum size in square feet. and width. Also, no stairs
please!
4) Does our judging system need immediate changes? If so what
areas first?

YES!- I'm in support of Jim Schmal's idea of breaking down
2 of the 4 components of Presentation. Artistic Impression:
Subcategories; use of space, flow, use of music, general
impression. Variety: CO-OPS, combos, seals, use of both
spins.
This may seem confusing at first but I've tried it and it is much
more effective once your used to it.

Thanx, we will be seeing you soon.

Tom Leitner

NOTE: Please tell Jim to drop us a note.

 

Spectator interaction with players has been minmal at FPA
Tournaments, perhaps by design. Audience participation in
this radical sport has been very traditional; the crowd is limited
to what it does best--watching. Not that spectator feedback
falls on deaf ears. Freestylers thrive on hearing a spontaneous
roar from the perimeters. But it seems that FPA tournaments
could be increasingly sensitive to a desire for more

knowledgeable audiences from which potential freestylers
emerge.

The time is ripe for FPA to conduct clinic-type workshops
during New World Tournaments. If time was set aside
(30—4Smin) for instruction, then two birds could be killed with
one stone--greater sophistication among the crowd and greater
participation in this esoteric sport. Furthermore, instructional
workshops would serve to de-mystify freestyle. Audiences will
realize that the great freestylers are real flesh and blood;
players will meet new friends from the faces in the crowd.



The rap on freestyle is that it is too complicated for the
average athlete to learn. Popppycock!~ We all know that
mastering the nail delay is easy, and learning the basic moves

can be accomplished in one summer. bet the workshops begin
and obseerve the speed in which new players develop.

Workshops are nothing brilliant or innovative. They are very
successful at Wham-O Frisbee/Hacky-Sackfestivals. Those of
us who have been instructors at these festivals know that many
new players are being turned on to freestyle via the workshops.
Scheduling instructional time at FPA tournaments can be easily
solved. Start preliminary competition rounds an hour earlier.
There is not good reason why prclims can't begin at 10 or

llam. This would provide ample time in the rnid-aftemoon for
the spectators to rub shoulders with the great players; to
provide impetus for new freestylers to blossom. Do you recall
in the early days when a hot freestyler gave you some pointers?
That motivation helped you to develop the most intricate and
creative sport in the world.

Most novices are too shy to pick the brains of FPA members
to learn new moves. Workshops are a great ice-breaker, a

legitimate forum from which to teach. A few novices are bold
enough to reach out for helpful hints from the masters, but too
often beginners are left to themselves, therefore hampering
their skills, leaving it to guesswork and incorrect fundamentals.
FPA tournament workshops are a sure bet to succeed. Many in
the audience are highly motivated to learn, otherwise they
would be out playing softball instead of spending time at the
tournament to watch someone else doing miraculous tricks with
the disc.

FPA is already providing education in disc play (the FPA
manual is an excellent how-to-do-it tool). However, there is no
substitute for hands—on clinics where new players get immediate
instruction from the experts. What the whole idea boils down
to is commitment from the players. We must be willing to
help develop new players. ls 30-45 minutes at a tournament
too much to ask? Remember, there are hundreds of people who
go home on Sunday night wondering how you command the
disc. FPA tournament workshops are the perfect opportunity
for the evolution of freestyle into a more wide-spread
participant sport.

Gene Ray
Fremont, Nebraska

DISCPCFC PIOCIIICIIS 
"Since 1948"

WHAT'S YOUR OPINION??
ln the first couple of big events of the year there has been
some noticible trends that stem from some age old questions
about the sport of freestyle disc play and its future. Also those
nagging judging problems always seem to get in the way of an

otherwise smooth ego-free celebration.

1) The numbers of participants are decreasing and the same old
stylers are in the top 3 or 4 of any contest. Gene Ray brought
up a good proposal to initiate workshops at tournaments. Kind
of give them a little bit of the festival autmosphere.
Traditionally, top players are reluctant to get involved (i.e.
With the exception of Kevin Givens, no top player has
participated in the FPA Forum in the past three years).

A) What should be a players responsibility to advancing
the sport?

B) What should be a manufacturers responsibility?
2) Aside from the basic scoring system. What should be a

players involvement in the basic process? choosing judges
speaking during the routine, adding scores, disputing the
results.

SEND FOR THEFPA lNSTFt‘UCT7ONALMANUAL

IT'S A GOOD START
FPA, PO BOX 2412, FT COLLINS, CO 80524



THE WRIGHT LIFE PRESENTS:
THE 1986 FREESTYLEPLAYERSASSOCIATION

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS  
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